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Gertrude Bell; Violet Carruthers1 and Guy Stephensoii
to dinner. Chirol and I (as Fisher at luncheon)
defended the Treaty of Versailles, which I called—
imperfect as it was—the first Treaty founded on an ideal
(that of nationality and self determination) in the history
of the world. Violet Carruthers is a generous creature—
but I think she made a poor case against it* On the
other hand I can't agree with Chirol, who thinks we
ought to have joined France in the Ruhr: on which
Gertrude Bell said: " I should have been as ashamed if we
had joined France then as I should if we had not joined
her in 1914."
October 3. I finished the Iliad. . . I am less than
ever able to understand what Schiller meant by saying
that whoever had lived to read the twenty-third book had
no right to complain of his lot in life. Both XXII and
XXIV seem to me incomparably finer. . . . Critics are
very dull in assuming poets must always be the same.
What a vast difference between the Two Gentlemen of
Verona and Lear—between the Horace of the Satires and
of the Odes! Of course there are a thousand instances,
and Bruce R. [Richmond] pointed out to me a still more
curious one, in the case of Hardy, who after writing The
Return of the 'Native and other masterpieces wrote
The Laodicean, which anyone would take for a youthful
work,
October 7. I called on Katharine [Lyttelton], who
told me that old Lord Morley's nephew (to whom he has
left everything) told her that on the last occasion when
Laski—the economist—went to see him he found him
reading Rousseau. Morley greeted Laski with "I am
wondering, Mr. Laski, whether it would not have been
better for the world if Rousseau had never been born/*
to which L. made the safe reply: "That opens a very
large question, Lord Morley." "Ah, but," said M*,
" when people put emotion in the place of reason they
lead the worfd to the devil!"
* Miss Violet Markhtm.

